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Why does Early Maths Matter? 

• Early understanding of number predicts 
children’s overall achievement

• Once children fall behind, they are 
unlikely to ‘catch up’

Source: Education Policy Institute: Closing the Gap? (2017)
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EEF guidance report process







• Time should be dedicated to purposeful 
mathematical activity

• Contexts include storybooks, games, puzzles, rhymes, 
puppet play, songs

• Explicit teaching and discussion is required for children to 
form more sophisticated mathematical ideas
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Have you chosen a story which is age-appropriate?

Have you identified the mathematical content?

Have you considered how this book links to the 
mathematics being learned?

Has your team discussed and identified mathematical 
questions to ask during reading?

Will any vocabulary require pre-teaching? How might 
vocabulary be developed throughout the day?

Has your team discussed and identified appropriate 
mathematical follow-up activities?



Extended discussion about mathematical ideas is 
important – sustained shared thinking, guided 
interaction are approaches that can be used well for 
maths

• How did you…?
• Why does this…?
• I really want to know more about this…
• So you think that…
• So, do you think we should…?

Reinforce mathematical vocabulary
• Consistency
• Progression from informal to formal



Discussion groups (part one)

• Read pp12 – 14 of the guidance report

Consider the following questions:

• What does 'purposeful mathematical activity' look like in your school?

• Is time set aside in your school to support teachers in 
planning mathematical questions relating to story books?

• Are games specifically chosen to support the learning of current 
objectives?

• How could we engage parents in the findings of this recommendation in 
order to support learning at home?



Discussion groups (part two)

• Read pp15 – 19 of the guidance report

Consider the following questions:

• What are the implications in your school for the evidence around 
mathematical vocabulary and discussion?

• Are 'mathematical moments' throughout the day used in your school? Are 
they planned to link to current learning objectives?

• How could we engage parents in the findings of this recommendation in 
order to support learning at home?



Blogs

• Story books – Rob Newton – Huntington Research School

• Mathematical vocabulary – Mari Palmer – NYC Research School

Websites

• Mathematical story books for discussion

mathlearningcenter.org/resources/lessons/pre-k-story-collections

• DREME parents' support guide

https://dreme.stanford.edu/news/10-tips-reading-math-picture-books-
young-children

Further reading



Book planning tool

Further tools – October / November 2020



Mathematical discussion prompts

Further tools – October / November 2020



Audit tool

Further tools – October / November 2020
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